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where in this issue (page 357), induced by observations in the Belgian 
Congo, and to comments thereon by Cochrane and Rodriguez. 

A question is raised by Fraser (also in this issue, page 360), as 
to how a truly abortive case, in which the infection has actually 
·been overcome, can be told from one in wh ich it is merely quiescent 
and liable to become active again upon provocation. Evidently there 
is no known method of making the distinction definitely. The lepl'olin 
test cannot help, for it would be expected to O"ive a, posit ive reaction 
in either case. In South Africa-where isolation is not limited to 
cases that arc bacteriologically positive-when a patient with one 
or a few apparently inactive, un infiltrated macules is put under 
observation, potassium iodide is administered as a test. If a reaction 
occurs, manifested by reddening of a lesion or any part of it (usually 
when this occurs it is in the margin, and perhaps only a portion 
of it ), the patient is isolated as at least potentia Uy active; those that 
remain quiescent are allowed to return home. However useful this 
test may be for its purpose-in spite of an occasional case that is 
seriously injured by it- there is a decided element of uncertainty 
in the procedure. Only a systematic, repeated and prdlonged fo11ow
up can give assurance that the cases that do not react to the drug may 
not experience reactivation of the disease later, and no report of 
such an investigation has been seen. 

From what has been written, it is clear that only time can tell 
whether a given case is abortive or not. If a patient gives a r eliable 
history that the macule or anesthetic area found has been completely 
inactive or more or less retrogressive for a period of several years, 
the presumption seems justified that the case is abortive. Both 
Cochrane and Rodriguez seem agreed that an inactive period of 
three years is at least suggestive, though Rodriguez and Plantilla in 
an article to appear ill' the next issue, insist that a neural case must 
be observed for from ten to twenty years before it can be said posi
tively that it will not become reactivated. This question is one 
worthy of special attention by all who are dealing with such cases, 
as is also that of what should be done in the way of treatment in 
cases of uncertain status. 

"TYPE" VERSUS "VARIETY" 

Leprosy is unique among infectious diseases in the way in which 
the cases fall into one or another of two distinct groups or "types," 
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evidently as a result of well-defined differences in resistance to the 
infecting organism rather than because of the sites of infection or 
variations of bacterial strains (tropism or virulence). In other 
diseases there are, of course, differences. in form such as bubonic 
and pneumonic plague, due to differences of primary location. 
Syphilis conventionally is divided into groups according to the stage, 
and sometimes groupings are also based on the organ chiefly affected. 
Varieties of tuberculosis are recognized, but even in this disease 
there is no separation into types at all analogous to that in leprosy. 

The picture of leprosy as a whole is diffused somewhat by the 
fact that cases of the neural type may, if the resistance that deter
mines that type breaks dOvvTl, develop lesions characteristic of the 
cutaneous type; while quite regularly cases primarily of the latter 
type, if they survive long enough, sooner or later develop manifesta
tions characteristic of the neural group; but this is universally 
recognized and causes no essential confusion. It is somewhat dif
ferent when sub-groups of either type are given special designations, 
as it is often convenient or necessary to do. 

Before the middle of the last century the classification (if it 
may be called that) of leprosy was chaotic. One of the main con
tributions of the Norwegian pioneers, Danielssen and Boeck, was 
the differentiation of the basic groups which-whether with or with
ou t the agreement of etymologists-have long been called "types." 
As long ago as 1886 Leloir,' recognizing three forms of the' disease 
(tubercular, anesthetic, and mixed or complete), pointed out: 

On voit que ... j e rejette completement la tonne maclIleuse de quelques auteurs. 

Je montrerais en effet. .. que les formes maculeuses, bulleuses, lazarines, ulce
reuses, psoriasiques, atrophiques, mutilantes, etc., etc., decrites par certain 
medicins n 'existent pas en tant que formes. Ce ne sont que des var·ietes ertl.p, 

tives, ou des phases dans 1 'evolution de trois formes precedentes. J'insiste 
et j'insisterai encore sur la difference qu 'il y a entre forme et variete, entre fOl'mlJ 

et phase,. car c 'est pour n 'avoir pas sufnsamment tenu compte de cette dif· 
ference que tant d 'auteurs nous ont donne de la lepre des descriptions si cou
fuses et 8i inexactes. 

This distinction between "form" (or "type") and "variety" 
is brought to attention here with the suggestion that, if writers on 
leprosy will bear it in mind, it may obviate unnecessary confusion 

1 LELOIR, H. Tl'aite Pratique et ThCoretique de la Lepre. Paris, 1886, p. 10. 
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at this time when the classification of the disease and the differentia
tion of special varieties of it are being discussed. 

FROM THE JOURNAL OFFICE 

RENEWALS 

Renewal of memberships in the INTERNATIONAL LEPROSY ASSOCIATION, 
and of non·membership subscriptions to this JOURNAL, will be due shortly. 
Because of the distances involved, in most cases it requires three months or 
more for notices of renewal of membership to reach the JOURNAL office. Hence, 
if the recipients of this issue will renew at once they will be assured that their 
names will be included in the 1936 list at the time of publication of the first 
issue of the next volume. 

Heretofore it has lieen the practice to send the first number of a new 
volume to the entire mailing list as it stood at the end of the preceding year. 
For reasons of economy it will be necessary hereafter to discontinue this prac· 
tice. The J OURNAL can be mailed only to Association members and other sub· 
scribers of whose renewals this office has been informed. It is therefore sug· 
gested that the slip which is to be found inside the front cover of this copy 
be filled out and returned with the usual remittance. 


